Purpose: To assess the potential correlation between metabolites diffusion and relaxation in the mouse brain, which is of importance for interpreting and modeling metabolite diffusion based on pure geometry, irrespective of relaxation properties (multicompartmental relaxation or surface relaxivity). Methods: A new diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance spectroscopy sequence is introduced, dubbed "STE-LASER," which presents several nice properties, in particular the absence of cross-terms with selection gradients and a very clean localization. Metabolite diffusion is then measured in a large voxel in the mouse brain at 11.7 Tesla using a cryoprobe, resulting in excellent signal-to-noise ratio, up to very high b-values under different echo time, mixing time, and diffusion time combinations. Results: Our results suggest that the correlation between relaxation and diffusion properties is extremely small or even nonexistent for metabolites in the mouse brain. Conclusion: The present work strongly supports the interpretation and modeling of metabolite diffusion primarily based on geometry, irrespective of relaxation properties, at least under current experimental conditions.
INTRODUCTION
The diffusion of brain endogenous metabolites, as measured by diffusion-weighted MR spectroscopy (DW-MRS), has the enormous potential to yield specific information about the intracellular environment, due to the cellspecific compartmentation of most metabolites (for review, see Nicolay et al) (1) . In recent works, we and others have interpreted and modeled brain metabolite diffusion in vivo in terms of cell microstructure/geometry (2-7), as also usually done for water diffusion. This is assuming that diffusion attenuation mainly results from the geometry, irrespective of the potential correlation that might exist between relaxation time and diffusion. Such correlation may of course arise from the presence of different compartments, each with their own relaxation times and diffusion properties (e.g., cytosolic versus mitochondrial compartments). If only a single compartment exists, correlation between relaxation and measured diffusion can still arise from surface (or wall) relaxivity, i.e., where each interaction of a metabolite with a cellular membrane leads to a quicker relaxation [this has been recognized for a long time in NMR of porous media (8, 9) ]. A few works have reported a dependency of brain metabolite signal attenuation on the echo time, suggesting that such a correlation might exist and be significant (10) (11) (12) , as also reported for water (13, 14) . It is thus legitimate to question the validity of interpreting and modeling intracellular metabolite diffusion based on pure geometry, irrespective of relaxation properties.
Here, we propose to revisit the potential relation between metabolite diffusion and relaxation by taking advantage of new methodological features. First, a new sequence is introduced, which presents several nice properties, in particular the absence of crossterms with selection gradients (resulting in the possibility to modify sequence timing without any bias resulting from variations in cross-terms) and a very clean localization. Metabolite diffusion is then measured in a large voxel in the mouse brain at 11.7 Tesla (T) using a cryoprobe, resulting in excellent signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) . Using this setup, we measure metabolite diffusion up to very high b-values under different echo time (TE), mixing time (TM), and diffusion time (D) combinations. Our results suggest that, under these experimental conditions, the correlation between relaxation and diffusion properties is extremely small or even nonexistent. 
METHODS

DW-MRS Sequence
Cross-terms, which arise from the integral of the product of diffusion gradients' moment with other gradients' moment, result in variations of the effective amplitude and direction of diffusion-weighting, compared with the nominal diffusion-weighing computed based solely on diffusion gradients. Although cross-terms can be taken into account by exact calculation of the whole b-matrix, this can be quite tedious, and the situation remains complex in an anisotropic medium because, due to crossterms, diffusion will not be measured along exactly the same directions when the diffusion gradient amplitude or timing vary. Using a cross-term free sequence would allow being sure to get rid of this potential source of bias.
To intrinsically avoid cross-terms between diffusion gradients and selection gradients, we propose to build a sequence following the approach recently proposed by Shemesh et al (15) , i.e., by separating the diffusion module from the localization module. However, unlike in Shemesh et al (15) , here the diffusion module consists in a stimulated echo (STE) block performed with nonselective hard pulses. Although this does not provide relaxation-enhancement, it allows reaching much shorter echo times and observing more metabolites, including J-coupled ones, and in the meantime reaching very high diffusion-weighting b or very long diffusion time D (note that in this study we will consider that gradient duration d is short compared with gradient separation D, so we will assimilate the diffusion time D-d/3 to D, although for b calculation the actual D-d/3 value is used). We will write the duration of the STE echo time as 2t, t being the time between the centers of the first two 90 pulses. Spoiling during the TE of the STE block is performed by the diffusion gradients (which, therefore, must always be kept higher than a minimal value, resulting in a minimal b-value). During the TM, a long spoiler is inserted, which does not contribute to diffusion-weighting or cross-terms. The localization module coming just after the diffusion module is a LASER ("Localization by Adiabatic SElective Refocusing") block consisting in a train of six adiabatic full passage pulses with adequate slice selection and spoiler gradients (16) . Because the diffusion gradient moment at the end of the STE block has been brought back to zero, there is no cross-term with the gradients of the localization module. The LASER gradients have a small contribution to diffusion-weighting, but this contribution is totally independent of the STE module and is, therefore, constant whatever the diffusion gradient strength or the STE timing. The total TE is of course increased and is TE ¼ 2t þ TE LASER . This "STE-LASER" sequence is represented on Figure 1 .
Using this sequence, it is straightforward to increase D by increasing TM. We can also change t and TM while keeping D constant, as illustrated on Figure 2 . Starting from a combination of values t ¼ t1 and TM ¼ TM1 as illustrated on Figure 2A , one can increase t (and consequently TE) to t ¼ t2 without changing TM and D, by simply increasing the delay between the first 90 pulse and the first diffusion gradient lobe, and symmetrically the delay between the second diffusion gradient lobe are achieved by nonselective 100-ms hard pulses. The STE block includes diffusion-weighting gradients (light gray) of duration d and separated by D. These diffusion gradients are also used as spoilers to ensure that, when combined with the spoiler inserted during the mixing time (in black), only the stimulated echo is preserved at the end of the block. The sequence is then continued by a LASER localization block, just before acquisition. Because they are isolated from each other (diffusion gradients moment is zero when the LASER block starts), there is no cross-term between diffusion gradients and selection gradients. Total TE ¼ 2tþTE LASER .
FIG. 2. TE and TM can be varied in the STE block without affecting the diffusion gradients. For simplicity, only one gradient axis is represented, and the LASER block following the STE block is not shown (keeping in mind that it remains unchanged in all situations). From a situation t ¼ t1 and TM ¼ TM1 (top), the echo time is increased by increasing t to t2 by inserting dead times outside the diffusion gradient pair, which leaves TM and D unchanged (middle). Then, keeping t ¼ t2, TM can be reduced down to TM2 ¼ TM1-2 Â (t2-t1) by now inserting dead times between the diffusion gradient lobes (but still during the echo time), and reducing TM accordingly to keep D unchanged (bottom). and the LASER block (Fig. 2B) . It is then possible to decrease the TM value to TM ¼ TM2 while keeping t (consequently TE) and D constant, by now moving the extra echo time after the first gradient lobe and before the second gradient lobe and reducing TM accordingly (Fig. 2C) . While t and TM are changed, the diffusion gradients are kept absolutely unchanged.
NMR Setup and Experiments
Experiments were performed on a horizontal 11.7 T Bruker scanner running with Paravision 6.0 (Bruker, Ettlingen, Germany). The maximal gradient strength is G max ¼ 752 mT/m on each axis, with 100-ms rise time. A quadrature surface cryoprobe (Bruker, Ettlingen, Germany) was used for radiofrequency transmission and reception.
All experimental procedures were approved by the local Ethics Committee (committee #44, approval #10-057). Experiments were performed on 10 male C57BL/6 mice (weight, 28-30 g). Animals were maintained on a stereotaxic bed with a bite and two ear bars. They were anesthetized with 1.2-1.5% isoflurane in a 1:1 mixture of air and dioxygen (1 L/min total flow rate). Mice temperature was monitored with an endorectal probe and maintained at 37 C with regulated water flow, and respiratory rate was continuously monitored using PC SAM software (Small Animal Instruments, Inc., Stony Brook, NY) during scanning.
Spectroscopic signal (5000 Hz spectral width, with 4096 complex data points sampled) was acquired in a large 6.0 Â 2.4 Â 5.0 mm 3 voxel using the STE-LASER sequence introduced in the previous section. Water suppression was achieved by a VAPOR module. The STE block consisted in three 100-ms hard pulse. The hyperbolic secant pulses used for refocusing in LASER had a 2-ms duration (corresponding to 10 kHz bandwidth). Total duration of the LASER module was TE LASER ¼ 25 ms, and the diffusion-weighting corresponding to the LASER block [considering that refocusing occurs at the middle of the RF pulses, i.e., at the middle of the volume of interest (17, 18) ] was b LASER ¼ 0.22 ms/mm 2 , which is negligible and will, therefore, not be considered in the rest of the article.
The different combinations that were tested were D ¼ 64. ) to yield cleaner metabolite signal cancellation (19) .
The sequence was first validated on an ethylene glycol phantom. Because ethylene glycol has a very high viscosity, signal remains visible even at very high diffusion weighting, which is not the case for water. We could verify that attenuation remained monoexponential up to b ¼ 60 ms/mm 2 , and yielded the same diffusion coefficient (0.102-0.105 mm 2 /ms) for all timing conditions (e.g., see Figure 3A for the signal attenuation at two different TE). We also checked that the STE-LASER sequence (at minimal TE ¼ 33.4 ms) yielded similar SNR in vivo compared with a more conventional STEAM sequence modified for diffusion-weighting (with a minimal TE of 15 ms) (e.g., as used in Pfeuffer et al) (20) . This was indeed the case (Fig. 3B) , showing that the extra number of radiofrequency pulses used in STE-LASER does not come at the expense of SNR. Hence, the STE-LASER sequence offers adequate performances in terms of sensitivity and diffusion-weighting.
Postprocessing and Data Analysis
Scan-to-scan phase correction was performed on metabolite signal before summing individual scans on Matlab, to correct for incoherent averaging leading to artefactual signal loss. Eddy current correction was achieved using water reference. Spectra were analyzed with LCModel (21), using a basis set generated with home-made routines based on the density matrix formalism. Chemical shift and J-coupling values for metabolites were taken in Govindaraju et al (22) . Signal could be reliably quantified according to our quality standards (Cram er-Rao lower bounds CRLB<5% at all b) for NAA, tCr, tCho, Ins, and Tau for all timing combinations. For the long TE experiments (TE ¼ 73.4 ms, corresponding to four timing combinations), glutamate and glutamine could not be reliably quantified (CRLB > 5%) and are, therefore, not reported here.
Diffusion was analyzed by calculating the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) by log-linear regression up to b ¼ 5 ms/mm 2 , and also using biexponential fit up to b ¼ 30 ms/mm 2 , corresponding to the highest reachable bvalue for the less favorable timing combinations. The stretched exponent (Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts relaxation functions) did not correctly fit the data at high bvalues and was, therefore, not considered.
Statistical significance of the impact of TE and TM on signal attenuation or diffusion parameters was assessed by an analysis of variance (ANOVA) on two factors (TE and Diffusion-Weighted MRS Applied in the Mouse BrainTM) for each metabolite at D ¼ 64.2 ms and D ¼ 254.2 ms, followed by a post hoc Tukey honest significant difference test on groups exhibiting significant differences extracted from the ANOVA (P-value < 0.05).
RESULTS
Effect of Varying TE and TM on Diffusion Attenuation
Representative spectra at all b-values and at all TE/TM/D combinations are shown in Generally speaking, the impact of TE and TM is extremely low, whatever D. Only a few data points exhibit some significant dependency on TE/TM. Many of these data points are isolated, i.e., immediately lower and higher b-values do not exhibit any significant dependency on TE/TM, suggesting a possible type I error for at least some of these particular b-values for which dependency on TE/TM was identified. Anyway, for most of these b-values, signal difference between different TE/ TM is less than 5%, which is in general below experimental noise and can, therefore, be considered negligible. The only exceptions are the dependency on TE of NAA attenuation at b ¼ 20 ms/mm 2 and 30 ms/mm 2 ($7% signal decrease when increasing TE), and the dependency on TM of Tau attenuation at b ¼ 20 ms/mm 2 ($13% when decreasing TM). To summarize, we can safely say that, under the experimental conditions investigated here, the effect of TE and TM on metabolite diffusion attenuation is presumably very small (if any), with a possible but still ambiguous manifestation only at very high b-values in a limited number of cases.
We were also able to quantify MM signal attenuation, although quantification was relatively difficult for long TE. When looking at average MM signal, a consistently (i.e., for almost all b) stronger decrease is observed as TE is increased, although this decrease is not found to be significant, maybe due to the high measurement SD at long TE (type II error).
The situation is unambiguous for water, where a very significant (P < 0.01) dependency on TE is found at almost all b-values, for both D investigated: longer TE lead to stronger signal attenuation (no dependency on TM is found). This view is consistent with the existence of water pools with short T2/low diffusivity and long T2/fast diffusity, e.g., myelin water and cerebrospinal fluid. Table 1 and Table 2 summarize the estimated diffusion parameters derived from data for all metabolites in all conditions, respectively, for D ¼ 64.2 ms and D ¼ 254.2 ms. The variability for some parameters extracted from the biexponential fit is sometimes high, as expected when no a priori is used in the fitting. After ANOVA and post hoc analysis, no significant difference is found for any of the parameters under the various TE/TM combinations, whatever D or the metabolite considered. This confirms that the effect of TE and TM on metabolite measured diffusion is presumably very small, and maybe nonexistent. This is also true for MM, but the SD is very high, so here it is more difficult to rule out potential type II error. In contrast, diffusion parameters for water exhibit some very significant dependency on TE or TM.
Effect of Varying TE and TM on Estimated Diffusion Parameters
DISCUSSION
Diffusion Properties of Metabolites in the Mouse Brain
Metabolite ADC measured here are in good agreement with measurements performed in the rat or monkey brain or in the human gray matter at intermediate/long diffusion times (higher than a few tens of ms) with state-ofthe-art postprocessing (scan-to-scan phasing and MM quantification), i.e., in the order of 0.1-0.15 mm 2 /ms [e.g., (6, 7, 20, 23, 24) ]. Note that, in the present study, measured ADCs are generally in the lower range of (or slightly below) previously reported ADC. The linearity of signal logarithm attenuation in the b ¼ 0-5 ms/mm 2 range is very good for all metabolites in all TE/TM/D conditions (R 2 > 0.99 in most situations, worst case for tCho at long TE where R 2 ¼ 0.96, but SNR is lower). In this work, we analyzed the diffusion properties in the range b ¼ 0-30 ms/mm 2 using biexponential fitting. As far as we know, this can be compared with only one pioneering study where metabolite diffusion was measured Units in the table are ms and mm 2 /ms. Asterisks indicate significant difference for different TE values: *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.005, ****P < 0.001. Daggers indicate significant difference for different TM values: y P < 0.05. Statistical differences were evaluated using a one-way ANOVA test followed by post hoc analysis. /ms), and f slow ($50%). It can be noted that SD on estimated parameters, in particular f slow , seems larger in our study, which we ascribe to the fact that here SD was determined from interindividual measurements and biexponential fits (which are known to be unstable), while in Pfeuffer et al (20) , it was estimated by Monte Carlo simulation. We also used lower maximal b-values, because in the worst condition (long TE/TM experiments), we could not go higher than b ¼ 30 ms/mm 2 .
On the Absence of Dependency of Metabolite Diffusion on TE/TM
As far as we know, the dependency of diffusion properties on TM (at constant diffusion time) has never been studied. No dependency was found in the present work, but the range of TM explored here was very limited (compared with metabolite typical T1), because TM variation cannot be larger than 2t (see Figure 2) , and t cannot be increased much if one wants to preserve high enough SNR on single scans. The possibility of a correlation between TM and T1 thus remains to be better characterized on a larger range of TM. Three published works report some dependency of metabolite diffusion on TE (10) (11) (12) . In the excised bovine optic nerve, Assaf and Cohen (11) report a strong effect of TE on tCho, tCr, and NAA diffusion (other metabolites were not measured), longer TE leading to more restricted apparent diffusion, for the investigated diffusion time D (95 ms). In the excised rat brain, the same group (10) reports an effect of TE on NAA diffusion (other metabolites were not measured), longer TE leading to larger fraction for the slow diffusing component, and in the meantime to larger D fast and D slow . In the human white matter, Branzoli et al (12) measured a complex dependency, with the ADC of NAA and tCr tending to increase with increasing TE for the short D condition (44 ms) tested, while the ADC of tCr tended to decrease with increasing TE for the long D condition (246 ms) tested, and no significant change was reported for tCho (other metabolites were not measured).
Methodological differences might partly explain the fact that, unlike here, these former studies detected some dependency on TE. In particular, in the works of Assaf and Cohen, it is not clear if scan-to-scan phasing was performed to correct for bulk translational motion. On the present data, absence of scan-to-scan phasing can lead to an overestimation of signal attenuation by a few tens of percent at high b, and bias of the same order of magnitude on diffusion parameters, illustrating the critical importance of performing scan-to-scan phasing. If different sequence timings resulted in different gradient and acoustic vibrations in these past works, translational motion may have been different for the different timings and have resulted in some bias, assuming no phase correction was performed. In addition, macromolecule signal was apparently not accounted for, while it can still be significant for TE shorter than 80-100 ms, even at Units in the table are ms and mm 2 /ms. Asterisks indicate significant difference for different TE values: *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.005, ****P < 0.001. Daggers indicate significant difference for different TM values: y P < 0.05. Statistical differences were evaluated using a one-way ANOVA test followed by post hoc analysis.
11.7 T. Finally, in the case of excised tissues, it is possible that homeostasis is not maintained anymore, leading to a "leakage" of metabolites into the extracellular space and a different diffusion-relaxation behavior.
A limitation of the present study is that the range of TE explored is narrower than in past studies, as we did not go to such long TE [up to 160 ms in the human brain (12) , 200 ms in the rat brain (10) and 550 ms in the bovine optic nerve (11) ]. This was dictated by the necessity to preserve high enough metabolite signal on individual scans to perform scan-to-scan phasing. The range of TE explored here would still be enough to significantly change the relative contribution of potential metabolic pools with "short" T2 [i.e., a few tens of ms, as identified in Assaf and Cohen (10, 11) ], thus allowing to detect potential different diffusion behavior of these short T2 pools compared with pools with longer T2. In that respect, we think that the narrower TE range is not likely to fully explain the discrepancy between our study and those having explored TE up to 200 ms in vivo (10, 12) . However, our study would not be very sensitive to detect potential correlation between diffusion and relaxation for the longer T2 pools (more than a few hundreds of ms), as identified in the excised optic nerve at TE ¼ 550 ms (11) .
Another potential explanation might be due to the different kinds of fibers investigated. While axons in the optic nerve and human white matter are myelinated, the total myelin content is low in the large voxel of the mouse brain investigated here, which contains a lot of gray matter. We actually evaluated the volume fraction occupied by white matter to be less than 20% in the spectroscopic voxel, based on fractional anisotropy maps that we acquired in some mice. Hence, a potential influence of myelin would be less diluted in (11, 12) compared with the present study, possibly explaining a correlation due to myelin between TE and diffusion properties that we did not observe here. The source of such a "myelin effect" may be due to the presence of a metabolite compartment within the myelin sheath, but in that case, we rather expect this compartment to have a short T2 and highly restricted diffusion, which is not consistent with the studies of Assaf and Cohen and with the long D behavior in Branzoli et al. Another source of correlation might be the surface relaxivity of myelin, yielding an interplay between TE and measured diffusion properties that is certainly more complex, e.g., depending on the dispersity of geometries, but where stronger effects of surface relaxivity (e.g., at longer TE) might lead to an apparently more restricted diffusion (here we quote the words of Codd and Callaghan (25) : "ignoring the presence of significant wall relaxation can lead to both an underestimation of the pore dimensions and a misidentification of the pore geometry").
A Few Words on Macromolecules
MM diffusion in the brain has received little attention to date. Pfeuffer et al (20) (20) . However, in the present work, we do not find a strictly monoexponential attenuation for MM, although the diffusion attenuation is indeed found to be much "less" biexponential than for metabolites, with a slow-diffusing fraction higher than $90% in all conditions.
Although the dependency of MM signal attenuation on TE is not significant according to ANOVA, the fact that the average attenuation is found consistently lower when TE is increased, for almost all b-values, suggests that a dependency on TE might indeed exist but be masked by measurement noise (type II error). We think this is plausible: one can indeed imagine a continuum of MM molecular weights contributing to MM signal (e.g., see Behar and Ogino) (26) with larger MM being associated with shorter T2 and slower diffusion. However, this remains to be confirmed by additional studies.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, using a new sequence (dubbed "STE-LASER") yielding no cross-terms between selection and diffusion gradients, combined with state-of-the-art postprocessing (including scan-to-scan phasing and experimental macromolecule signal quantification) and hardware (cryoprobe at 11.7 T) to minimize bias and maximize SNR, we measured little or no dependency of metabolite diffusion properties on TE/TM in a large voxel of the mouse brain in vivo, in the range of TE/TM values explored. These results are quite different from previous works, which might be due to methodological differences, and also to the different tissue composition of the voxels, in particular the relatively low amount of myelin in the large voxel of the present study. In our opinion, the present work strongly supports the practice of interpreting and modeling metabolite diffusion primarily based on geometry, irrespective of relaxation properties (multicompartmental relaxation or surface relaxivity), at least under the experimental conditions of this study. How to model these data will be the subject of future works. The potential correlation between macromolecule relaxation and diffusion, as well as the possible role of myelin in past studies reporting correlation between metabolites relaxation and diffusion, remain to be explored in deeper details.
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